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Crash Landing!
Far Far above the earth in the year 2415 in a city
called Mycilium there was a boy called “STILTS
YOU FORGOT TO FEED T-BONE”, yeah, that's
his Dad shouting, he's General Mc Claw, and I
know what you're thinking if his Dads the general
then Stilts must be very powerful... But he's
definitely not that. Stilts is a weak young elf with
wings, small horns, bird legs and a big
imagination so not the best heir to the
throne. He has two pets, T-bone, who is
a ball-puppy with sharp fangs and tiny
wings, and the other pet is a lot fiercer, his name
is Raiko Bolt, a ferocious lightning dragon with
tremendous strength and speed. General Mc Claw
is a fighter with an eagle head,
tiger arms, a gorilla torso and
bird legs. His mother Raphel is a lot
simpler being an elf with wings.

Stilts went down on the elevator to his Mum and
Dad in the kitchen and fed T-bone, (half a packet
of monster krunch and 5 lumps of squarly.) “Go
out to the mall and I’ll send you a hologram with
what I want.” said his Mum. So he went down to
the mall on his hoverboard to get his Mum's
supplies. “Oof” said Odo, as he got hit by the
board. Odo is Stilts' best friend and a young
wizard in training. “Where are you going in such
a rush?” asked Odo,“Oh sorry what were you
saying? I was thinking about butterflies and
rainbows” exclaimed Stilts. “Oh very well so
before you go day-dreaming again TELL ME
WHERE YOU ARE GOING IN A RUSH?”
shouted Odo. “Off to the mall to get some
supplies” said Stilts. “Ok don't let me get in your
way, and here's a butterfly to go with you” said
Odo. He tried to conjure up a butterfly. !POOF!
Odo, Stilts and a couple of civilians went flying
backwards and there was a seed in the middle of
them all. “Oh” said Odo sheepishly. “I thought
that made a butterfly”. “Well I'll be off then” said
Stilts flying off quickly.

Half an hour later as he was filling up his
hoverboard with fuel, he felt a sharp earthquake
and a sinking feeling. “Wasn't me” said a nearby
civilian.“I don't think it was anyone” said Stilts.
“The island's sinking.” “Don't be silly” said
everybody around him. Stilts rushed home and
jumped straight on T-bone. “Oops” said Stilts
“Wrong pet” and jumped on to Raiko. They flew
off the island and looked at it from the side. Sure
enough the island was sinking. He flew back as
fast as he could, went to the radio station and
shunted the presenter of the 7 show away and
started speaking. “Some of you might not know
me and some of you might but you all can see
me. So you can believe me, the island is sinking
and soon we’ll crash land into the thing below us
and if you don't believe me then go check it out
yourself. We need to go under the island and
work together and push it back up. COME ON,

we can do this together.”

So they all went down riding dragons, ball-dogs,
and giant butterflies. “1 2 3 PUSH” shouted
Stilts. They all pushed and the island started
floating again. “3 cheers for Stilts” shouted Odo
quietly. “Hip Hip Hooray Hip Hip Hooray Hip
Hip Hooray.” And they all lived happily ever
after.
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Read as Stilts goes and helps out and leaves you
high up.

